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Eric Peters is the Founder, CEO, and CIO of One River Asset Management. Eric oversees the
Firm's business development and strategic initiatives and serves as Chairman of the Investment
Committee. Prior to founding One River (FKA: Peters Capital Group) in 2013, Eric served as
Chairman of Grant Capital Partners, a $1.25 billion discretionary global macro hedge fund. In that
role, Eric was a senior member of the Investment Committee focused on thematic investment
opportunities and was responsible for all non-investment activities including the direct oversight of
the Chief Risk Officer. Over the course of his career, Eric has held various positions that include
portfolio manager for Peloton Partners, proprietary trader for both Lehman Brothers and Credit
Suisse, and Founder and Chief Executive Officer of a TH Lee Putnam funded technology firm.
Eric holds a B.A. in Business Economics from Brown University and is author of a private weekly
investment newsletter - Weekend Notes - which is read globally by investment professionals who
directly deploy over $1 trillion in alternative assets.

WHY DO I CARE?
Equity markets may have formed some kind of interim peak in mid-to-late February. After a sharp
decline of roughly 33% from February 20th to March 23rd, the S&P has rebounded pretty strongly,
recovering approximately half of its losses to date. Oil markets have also been roiled in recent
months. Underlying the weakness has been the global recession instigated by COVID-19, but fuel
was added to the fire after the collapse in negotiations between Russia and Saudi Arabia over a
deal to cut oil supplies. Two days ago, Brent Crude collapsed to around $16 per barrel, the lowest
level seen in 18 years. The same could not be said of WTI Crude, which went into super contango,
pushing the price to negative (for the first time ever) thirty-seven dollars and sixty-three cents. The
reasons for this seemingly non-sensical move were explained in an episode we did with Josh
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Crumb on backwardation in the gold futures market. Whereas
backwardation is an inversion of the futures curve where
prices on the short end rise relative to long-dated futures,
contango represents a steepening of that curve. In extreme
cases, the price of a perishable commodity like oil can drop
dramatically once all incremental demand needs to be stored
(i.e. all demand for immediate use has be saturated), because
buyers need to be compensated for their storage costs with
even lower prices for the commodity in question. In even more
extreme cases, like what we saw recently in WTI, the absence
of almost any available storage coupled with obligations by
those long the commodity to take delivery drove the price of
storage so high that WTI went negative. Meanwhile, yields on 10-year Treasuries—the benchmark
for global financing—have been at the lowest levels ever recording, according to records going
back to 1871 compiled by Yale University economist Robert Shiller (.5720 as of this writing). The
Dollar Index is now above 100 with emerging market currencies substantially weaker against the
greenback. Gold prices have also reacted strongly in the current environment having already
recovered from their sell-off along with the broader market back in March and have resumed the
upward trend they have been on for the last 20 months.
Whether it is the recent turbulence in the oil
market, backwardation in gold futures,
record low setting interest rates, or an
economy that has been put on indefinite
lockdown, things feel more uncertain and
confusing now than ever before in my
lifetime. I can remember a time when a
market drop didn’t feel like a political
calamity. When the NASDAQ crumbled by
70% over an 18-month period (collapsing
35% in just one month between March and
April), it may have felt like the end of the
world for Henry Blodget, but for most Americans, things would be “ok.” It wasn’t even a financial
crisis. For that, we would have to wait 8 more years.
The difference today is primarily one of (1) leverage and (2) demographics. Simply put, Americans
can no longer afford for markets to “go down.” According to the latest census data, there are an
estimated 73 million baby boomers in the United States. The oldest members of this generation
(born between 1946 to 1964) just turned 75 this year. When the last census was taken in 2010, the
oldest had not even turned 65. Since then,
about 10,000 a day have crossed that age
threshold and by 2030, all boomers will be
at least age 65, representing more than
20% of the population. In the year 2000,
this number was close to half (just 12% of
the U.S. population was over the age of 65).
This, however, does not tell the whole
picture.
According to a report published by Fidelity
in late 2019, the average balance among
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participants who have been in their 401(k)
plan for 10 years straight reached a record
$306,500 in Q3 2019, topping the previous
high of $306,000 from Q3 2018. Among
workers saving in a 403(b)/tax exempt
account, the 10-year continuous balance
reached $179,000, more than four times the
average balance for this group in Q3 2009.
As has been discussed numerous times on
previous episodes with Mike Green, Chris
Cole, Raoul Pal, etc., an increasing number
of individuals are also keeping all of their
retirement savings in target date funds, which are often used as a default investment option for
employers who automatically enroll employees in their workplace savings plan. As of Q3, 53% of
401(k) savers kept all of their savings in a target date fund, while 66% of workers saving in a
403(b)/tax exempt account kept all of their savings in a target date fund. Despite market swings in
Q3, only 5.1% of 401(k) savers made a change to the investments within their 401(k), which were
up slightly from Q2 but down from 5.2 percent in Q3 2018. Almost all (82.7%) of those savers who
made some sort of change to their investments only made one. In other words, savers were either
so committed to their need for yield or simply convinced of the “markets always go up in the longrun” that they didn’t sell at the first sign of market turmoil. They did what the news media and their
financial advisors have long recommended: they stayed the course.
You might look at this number and wonder if it is enough to retire on. The most recent Bureau of
Labor Statistics report on consumer expenditures found that the average household headed by an
adult 65 or older in 2016 spent $45,756 in a single year. According to a recent Transamerica Center
report, retirement savings for the median American worker at the end of 2018 was around $50,000.
“If we assume this average spending with adjustments for inflation over a 30-year retirement,”
writes The Motley Fool, “it's not unreasonable to think retirement could cost $1.5 million to $2 million
or more.” It would be bad enough if the median worker had $50,000 sitting in a 12-month CD
earning 5% per year, but as the American economic engine has come to rely more and more upon
debt financing to sustain growth, interest rates have gone from yielding roughly 5.5% on a 1-year
certificate of deposit at the start of the millennium to more-or-less zero for most of the second
decade of the 2000’s. This has meant that the average boomer nearing retirement has had little
choice but to turn towards the stock market to make up some or all of those loses in interest-bearing
income resulting from over a decade of financial repression, turning equity markets—traditionally
seen as speculative form of investing—into the primary mode of savings for millions of Americans.
The American saver, by hook or by crook,
has been turned into a speculator and
financial markets have themselves been
transformed into what Ben Hunt has called
a “political utility.”
When you consider both sides of this
equation—the demographics combined
with the destruction of the risk-free vehicle
of FDIC insured interest-baring savings
accounts—you begin to understand the
political misfortune that may soon befall all
of us. Simply put, American politicians,
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policymakers, and technocrats cannot afford a deleveraging. Financial markets cannot be allowed
to drop. The relevant authorities will do everything in their power to prop up valuations even if doing
so comes at the expense of the underlying economy which ultimately sustains them and us.
This phenomenon isn’t “breaking news.” The New York Times (the newspaper of record) employed
the term “borrower-industrial complex” to describe the source of the trouble—what others have
referred to as “the financialization of the American economy”—as far back as 2004. As America’s
economy transformed itself from one driven primarily by industry to one sustained by an ever
increasing mountain of debt, moving money around has now long surpassed making things in terms
of gross domestic product. What was perhaps less understood at the turn of the century when this
phenomenon become evident was the manner in which it would eventually eat into the very source
of capital by which American democracy sustains itself. Indeed, the entire model of American
capitalism is dependent upon one thing more than anything else: capital. Without capital and the
ability for the average citizen to participate in its accumulation the system hollows out from within
and begins to crumble. For an examination of where this might take us it may be instructive to
consider conditions prevalent in the anti-bellum south. Prior to the Civil War, the institution of
slavery enabled plantation owners to finance enormous agricultural projects off the backs of human
beings whose labor represented a form of capital in which most of the master’s wealth was
embodied. The practice of slavery was officially ended in 1865 with the passage of the 13th
Amendment to the Constitution. In its absence a system of debt servitude known as sharecropping
emerged as a legal workaround to Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation and the demands of a
victorious Union.
Without daring to make a direct comparison between black sharecroppers and what’s left of the
American middle class, it bares noting that the two share more in common than appearances may
first suggest. The commonalities have to do with debt servitude. In 1839, the 25th United States
Congress passed (and the 8th President of the United States Martin Van Buren enacted into law)
the federal debt relief law to prohibit confinement for public defaulters. A century and a half later,
in 1983, the Supreme Court affirmed that incarcerating indigent debtors was unconstitutional under
the Fourteenth Amendment's Equal Protection clause. Indeed, the entire code of bankruptcy law is
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there for the express purpose of providing a place of legal refuge for those seeking relief from some
or all of their debts.
In the absence of slavery, debt servitude and the payment of interest become the primary means
by which an otherwise free society can replicate the features of a plantation economy without
having to overturn the 13th amendment and transform labor back into capital. The deregulation of
finance, beginning with Nixon’s closing of the gold window and ending somewhere between the
passage of the 1999 Gramm–Leach–Bliley Act (GLBA) and the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and
Consumer Protection Act (BAPCPA) of 2005 paved the way for a new kind of financial capitalism
that used debt as a mechanism for wealth redistribution, moving wealth from the savings class to
a new class of financial elites. Like a fisherman trying to reel in a big fish, you can’t do it all at once.
Repetitive boom-bust cycles fueled by excessively easy credit conditions for everyone on the way
up followed by bailouts for a select few on the way down have not only accelerated the
impoverishment of the savings class but ensured the enrichment of the elites at the expense of the
rest of society. With every cycle of debt expansion and consolidation interest rates have had to go
ever lower in order to flush out whatever capital remained in the hands of the American middle
class. In the last two decades, saving money (i.e. holding cash in a bank or under your mattress)
became a guaranteed way to lose it. The only way to save money today is by speculating and even
this has become increasingly difficult to do without taking incalculable amounts of risk (e.g. recent
blow-up of XIV).
The end game to all of this is some type of “New Deal,” where the oligarchs and plutocrats who
managed to play the game to their advantage and accumulate vast sums of wealth through multidecade boom-bust cycles of the sort discussed are able to shelter their money away in trusts and
other legal tax shelters while the rest of us have to negotiate some kind of accommodation with
one another through our intermediary and interlocutor: the United States Government. This is
where we are today. For those with any capital or savings remaining the only questions that remains
are: Where do I put my money? How do I protect my capital? How can I escape this burning theatre
without drowning in the firehouse of liquidity? When risk-off? When risk-on? Fire or Ice? Inflation
or deflation? In today’s conversation, I hope to explore answers to these questions.
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QUESTIONS
What’s it Like? — Q: What is it like to be a fund manager and run money during this time? Q: How
important is experience and temperament during periods like this?
Five Stages of Grief — Q: Where are we in the five stages of grief (denial anger bargaining
depression and acceptance)?
Wknd Notes — Your weekend notes are awesome. I’m probably going to pull from them numerous
times during this conversation and have included the text from many of them in this rundown for
our Super Nerd subscribers. In one of the notes you compare the Shackleton expedition with that
of the Saint Anna, writing: “what they both shared was the knowledge that those who survive accept
their new reality, no matter how rapidly it shifts, and how awful it may appear. ‘The seduction of
lethargy, that is where the danger lies,’ wrote Albanov (Valerian Albanov was the Saint Anna’s
navigator and second in command), aware that in all such tales, the survivor quickly adapts and
presses onward.” We have discussed the story of the Endurance (Shackleton’s ship) and compared
it with other cases where the crew devolved into anarchy and cannibalism in our episode with
Nicholas Christakis, but to my recollection we did not discuss the specific case of the Saint Anna.
Q: What did you want readers of this email to take-away from this comparison? Q: Who are the
survivors now and what is the new reality that we must accept if we wish to survive?
Signs of Regime Change — Q: Have we entered a new market regime where the dynamics and
assumptions of the last 40 years (lower & lower interest rates, treasury bull market, falling inflation,
“equities always go up,” gold as a relic, etc.) will no longer hold to be true? Q: What signs should
we look for to tell us that the regime has changed? Q: Will higher levels of volatility be one of the
hallmarks of this new regime?
Monetary vs. Fiscal Dominance — You have said that we are moving away from the age of
monetary dominance and into the age of fiscal dominance. Q: What do you intend when you draw
this comparison (i.e. what is fiscal vs. monetary dominance?) Q: Does this mean that markets need
to price in a new level of political activism in monetary affairs as well? Q: How will market
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participants seek to price in such new dynamics? Q: At what point will such a transition become
clear and what type of volatility can we expect to experience (and for how long) during the
transition?
New America — Q: Does an era of fiscal dominance mean that we are going to see more
infrastructure spending, more bailouts (or nationalization of industries like the energy sector), the
use of grants/loans to repatriate critical manufacturing, etc.? Q: Will more industries be deemed
critical to national security like is currently the case with defense?
Higher Taxes & More Regulation — Q: Are we heading into a more progressive era characterized
by higher taxes and more regulation? Q: How dependent is this on the outcome of the November
elections?
Vol Psychology — You said in an interview with Mike Green that, “vol reflects people’s fear of
uncertainty.” We have always lived in an environment of uncertainty, but there are periods where
people are more aware of their own ignorance about the future than others. Q: How does the
psychology of uncertainty factor into what type of volatility we may expect to find in the years
ahead?
Strategies of the Old Regime — Q: What types of investment strategies & portfolio constructions
dominated the old regime and why may these underperform during the years to come?
Breakdown of Assumptions: Compression & Correlation — The steady decline of interest rates
over the last 40 years has pushed investors further out along the risk curve. The traditional 60:40
portfolio no longer offers the same level of (1) diversification & anti-correlation, nor does it (2)
provide the same level of return on a risk-adjusted basis. The inability for the equity component
portion of the portfolio to generate the same risk-adjusted return as it could twenty years ago has
been the most obvious knock to such portfolio construction in an era of very low volatility where
correlations are less obvious. Q: At what point does a breakdown in the “bond-equity anticorrelation
assumption” become more evident in ways similar to what we’ve seen with risk-adjusted returns
for equities?
Who Will Drive the Reallocation? — Q: What will it take for investors to begin altering their
allocation strategies? Q: Will this change be driven by clients or allocators?
Trend Following & Long Vol — Q: Do you expect to see more people begin to pile into strategies
like trend following, long volatility, etc., that challenge the assumptions informed by the last 40 years
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of market data? Q: What level of adoption of such
strategies would we need to see in order for them to
begin to meaningfully impact the efficacy of these
strategies?
Long-Vol Construction — Chris Cole was recently
on Hidden Forces talking about the 100-year portfolio.
You employ some similar strategies like systematic
long-vol and trend following. Q: How do you create a
long-vol portfolio and how might a less sophisticated
investor do his/her best to replicate such an
allocation? Q: What sorts of asset classes that
perform better in higher volatility regimes than others?
Relative Asset Performance — Q: What sorts of
investments are vulnerable during this paradigm shift
and which are best positioned to appreciate in a new
environment? Q: Will goldbugs finally get their longawaited for bull run?
Implementation of Trend Following — Q: How
does trend following work and how do you go about
implementing such a strategy?
Value Investing — We have been living in this weird environment where governments have been
invested in sustaining asset prices and where investing in value really seems to have come into
question as a viable strategy for making money. Q: Is there a place for value investing in this new
paradigm we are entering?
European Monetary & Fiscal Union — In early March, you sat down with Mike Green on RV, and
you said that Christine Lagarde was hired to usher in the era of fiscal dominance in Europe. Q: Can
you elaborate on this? Q: What will it take for the European project to succeed and how do we
define (or measure) success in such an environment? Q: Will we need to see a two or three-tiered
Europe? Q: Will the EU become a series of concentric circles where some countries have to partly
remove themselves from certain components of the treaty (i.e. remain in the EC but leave EMU?)
Supply Chains & Producer Prices — Q: What does dislocation in supply chains mean for inflation
in the short, medium, and long-run?
Oil Shocks & Prospects for Stagflation — Q: What are we to make of what’s been happening in
the oil market? Q: How volatile will the upswing in oil prices get once we’ve achieved maximum
supply destruction? Q: What might this mean for the global economy’s prospects for recovery if oil
prices rocket back upwards just as demand begins to pick up again?
King Dollar — In one of your weekend notes from early April you wrote: “When currencies adjust,
there are first, second and third order effects. In many cases, these are positive in that a devaluation
serves to help stimulate the economy and restore balance. But in some cases, the currency decline
sparks a chain reaction that is reflexive, self-reinforcing further weakness. This undermines faith in
the value of the currency, which after all, is just paper. Venezuela’s bolivar is the poster child. And
in today’s protracted global slowdown, let alone a depression, other nations will succumb. I’m
focused on these enormous opportunities. Q: What foreign currencies are you most focused on
and which you think are most vulnerable during this time? Q: Are there any countries pegged to
the dollar that are particularly at risk of a disorderly decoupling in the months ahead? Q: What does
this mean for the dollar relative to other currencies during this time?
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Knowing When to Lever-up — You’ve said stocks would be down “50-80% without the
unprecedented government intervention” seen recently (the implication being that government
intervention helped to forestall or mitigate systematic deleveraging). You’ve also said that “there
are only a few times in a year to make a lot of money. When those times occur, you need to be
involved, aggressive, big. The rest of the year it’s best to do as little as possible.” Q: How do you
decide when to apply leverage in a big way without falling into the trap that many market participants
have fallen into with overleveraged portfolios over long horizons? Q: Is the difference that such
investors have used leverage to make up for yield without taking risk into account?
WEEKEND NOTES
MARCH 1 2020: After we’ve either adjusted to or given up on that, we’ll come to accept covid-19
as another of life’s many hazards. Then we get back to work – after all, covid-19 is more bad flu
than Black Death – and economies can start to recover. But at various stages on the road ahead,
equities should come under more pressure. The Fed will cut rates, perhaps a lot. Equities should
bounce in response, at least temporarily. So, while it’s hard to sustain the VIX at these levels for
long, we should see some wild market swings, higher VIX and lower equities before this is all over.
And that is without additional wildcards. You see, there’s no denying that such a novel crisis holds
the potential to impact global politics, economics and markets in ways that are as material as they
are difficult to anticipate.
MARCH 15 2020: It was the end of the beginning, he thought, having traded through enough crises
to recognize a familiar cadence. Markets finally got the Fed’s attention. Reacting to plunging
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equities and a barely functioning government
bond market, America’s central bankers abruptly
introduced a massive $1.5trln QE program
Thursday morning. On Friday, America’s leading
CEOs were marshalled to scale a nation-wide
coronavirus testing program. For the very first
time since this crisis began, the appearance of
credible and coordinated leadership sparked a
+9.3% recovery in the S&P 500, which left it -8.8%
on the week. Republicans and Democrats came
to agreement on an emergency package Friday
evening - a rare bipartisan effort. This first
stimulus, like those from previous crises will
undoubtedly be insufficient. Others will follow.
And this transitions markets to the next stage. The sell rallies phase. The Fed will try and stabilize
the economy and markets, cutting rates to zero, providing forward guidance, increasing its QE
program. They’ll go hard and fast. But as US rates hit the zero-lower-bound, leveraged portfolios
like risky parity will be forced to gross down as investors recognize that at such low interest rates,
bonds can no longer adequately offset equity market risk. The push and pull of intervention and
deleveraging drives wild prices swings in this stage, euphoria and panic. Then we get a new
president, as this crisis surely ended the prospect of a second term. And while Biden is deemed
centrist, he’s been tugged left, and will strongly favor labor over capital. In fact, the emerging
national crisis should enhance the appeal of a left-of-center policy mix - fights against a common
enemy have historically united the classes, reminding us of our shared humanity. Lots of change
ahead, he thought, focused on the need to have a framework to lean upon in uncertain times like
these and prepared to change his mind as events unfold.
...
In Nov 2008 the Fed bought mortgages. We called it QE1. Their bond buying and zero rate policy
arrested the historic market decline. But bond markets no longer provided sufficient yield for
investors who required perpetual +7.5% annual returns. So, these investors engineered their
portfolios using all means imaginable, then leveraged those portfolios to hit that return target. Such
was the power of their purchases that each asset in their universe rose in value, and as this
unfolded, the volatility of their price declined. Which reduced the perceived risk.
...
As investors scrambled for yield, corporate
CFOs supplied them with bonds. They used
those proceeds to buy their own stock. And
what started as a trickle turned into a torrent
as the years advanced and stock prices
rose. The triumph of the Fed in ending the
greatest economic downturn since the
1930s gave both CFOs and investors the
confidence that of all the risks in the
universe, sustained economic weakness
was a virtual impossibility. So, both
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borrower and lender leveraged their companies and portfolios to a single common factor: economic
stability.
...
Of the tail risks that could’ve ended this trend
toward leveraging corporate balance sheets
and investor portfolios, a sudden-stop economy
is by far the most devastating. It is upon us. The
revenue that services the debt that supports the
leverage is about to vanish. Of course, it is
possible that forecasts for a 3mth V-shaped
economic recovery are right. It is conceivable
that fiscal and monetary stimulus will fill the
gaping hole left by whole nations entering full
lockdown for all but essential services. But is it
likely that a 3-week market decline (that has
returned the S&P 500 to Feb 2019 levels) has
unwound enough of the leverage and financial
engineering built up over eleven years to offset
the risk that these forecasts are wrong?
...
“I’m excited by the opportunity set I see
unfolding in volatility,” wrote the CIO. “I don’t
think this bear market is over, and we’re
positioned to do very well as the year
progresses,” he continued. “I also see real
opportunities developing in market neutral
Volatility RV strategies now that markets are
dislocating.” As a cascade of stops rolls through
markets, passive vol sellers get blown out, and
distortions become amplified. “When the game
changes in big transitions, those with the
experience and the tools step up and get paid
for years to come.”
...
“The S&P 500 this week has had two of the largest single-day losses of the twenty worst days in
its ninety-four-year history,” wrote the CIO to his investors late Thursday night, his investment and
operations team working round the clock, exhilarated, exhausted. “I expect that the Fed has no
choice but to act aggressively. They started today with a re-introduction of QE (though they didn’t
call it that). The policy move appears to have failed to support equities and stock markets finished
on their lows. In the likely event that markets remain under significant pressure, the Fed is sure to
slash rates to zero, provide forward guidance, and probably increase QE further. Along that path,
there is a growing risk that the authorities here in the US (perhaps elsewhere) suspend trading for
a period of time. There is precedence for this (following Sept 11th) and I think it would be prudent
policymaking to do so now. The government needs time to agree on an appropriate economic and
health response to this crisis. A suspension of trading would provide for that. In recognition of the
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above risks of intervention, I made the decision to tactically reduce risk in our long volatility
portfolios across the board today. The spike in volatility provided a good opportunity to do so. I
would like us to be poised to respond to market interventions from a position of strength. In the
meantime, we maintain quite meaningful convexity in the portfolio and have built positions in a
number of emerging market currency vols that have weak healthcare infrastructure and are
vulnerable to a global recession.”
MARCH 21 2020: This is a once-in-a-century pandemic, a global sudden-stop, after every company
and investor on earth optimized their balance sheet and portfolio to the expectation for perpetual
growth and reliable revenue to service unprecedented debts. So, shouldn’t this bear market be
bigger than average? It depends. Will there be a scalable cure/treatment in the next 6mths? Will
stimulus offset the economic impact? Might societies quickly accept this catastrophe and get back
to work? Or might warmer weather suppress it altogether? But those are questions concerning how
this could get better. There are others. Might a mutation make it worse? Might poorly executed
quarantines produce a chronic rolling-pandemic? Might the stimulus be so poorly administered that
it proves ineffective? Might politically vulnerable and opportunistic leaders strike out at scapegoats?
And then there’s the question of what the next administration will do? Surely the electorate is
unwilling to bailout corporate CEOs again without extracting pounds of flesh. More regulations are
coming. Bigger government. MMT. Policies to redistribute the economic pie will grow popular.
Taxes are going up for corporations, the wealthy. So, weighing this balance of possibilities, you
must be open to an equity rally in response to a miracle cure or overwhelming stimulus, but on a
risk weighted basis, the S&P 500 price remains too high, and still has more downside than upside.
...
Hard to say exactly to expect from the future, I told our investor. But I strongly caution you to steer
clear of the playbook that worked so well after the GFC. We are at one of those great inflection
points in markets/politics/policy that lead to a rather different looking tomorrow. You may need older
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playbooks, creative thinking too. This equity collapse has been very profitable for us, we’ve
transitioned portfolios to exploit convex structures for the second order trades that come next. And
we see terrific opportunities in our Long Volatility, Vol RV, and Trend funds.
...
“Sneak out and get candles for your brother’s birthday cake,” my mother whispered, I was ten,
summer of 1977. The NYC blackout was in its 2nd day. Three successive lightning strikes on
various substations caused catastrophic grid failure. When the lights shut off, my mother
immediately filled our apartment’s bathtub. Survivor instincts. “That should hold us over for some
time,” she said reassuringly. I slipped out the door into a dark hallway. The emergency stairwell
lights were dead, so I held the banister and slowly descended, in pitch black, feeling each invisible
step, counting out the eighteen floors to the lobby. I’d never known a darkness so complete. The
midday sun was blinding, burning. Squinting. On the streets a few people made their way, walking
faster than before. The odd car hesitated at each intersection, unnerved by the absence of traffic
signals, smashed storefronts, glass everywhere. It was as if a bomb exploded in each. But at ten,
I instead imagined the stores had all vomited, bits and pieces of colorful merchandise strewn onto
the sidewalk by frantic looters. Here and there, a passerby would pick a piece up, toss it. And deep
within the dark stores, thieves lurked, their lookouts on the street corners. I felt strangely invisible
and carried on quietly to my destination, but it too had vomited. And nowhere on the sidewalk were
there any birthday candles, so I returned home, exhilarated, awed by the extraordinary, up eighteen
floors of darkness. And for the rest of my life, immersed in so many wonderful novels and
fascinating histories that swept me to different times and places - periods of great change and
struggle that produce the stories that sustain us - I have never forgotten the day I learned that our
illusion of stability and civility can dissolve in a flash.
MARCH 29 2020: Hope all goes well… “That’s my ship Dad!” texted Olivia. I’d sent her a story
about Mercy, the US Navy’s floating hospital headed for Los Angeles. Mercy, along with her sister
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ship, Comfort (headed to NYC), care for wartime troops and provide humanitarian aid to developing
nations when at peace. One year ago, Olivia decided she’ll someday head to the Naval Academy,
study medicine, and serve aboard Mercy - saving lives, spreading kindness, goodwill, which itself
is infectious. Of course, the Naval Academy doesn’t know her plans yet. Only Olivia does. And safe
in my home office, as I scanned this catastrophe, hunting for weakness, risks, rewards, playing the
only game I’ve ever known, somewhere deep within I felt this rising sense of hope that the kids
we’re raising, tempered by these trying times, will become so much better than us.
...
“When it comes to this lending, we’re not going to run out of ammunition, that doesn't happen,”
explained Jerome Powell, launching history’s most expansive monetary intervention. The Federal
Reserve can now buy unlimited amounts of Treasury and mortgage bonds. It doesn’t end there.
The $2trln Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES) provides the Treasury with
$425bln to backstop central bank lending. The Fed will leverage that 10x. Which means Powell
now has $4.25trln to support anyone and everything in need of capital. If that proves insufficient,
Treasury will most certainly double down. Without such extraordinary lending, much of corporate
America would be bankrupt in weeks, drowning in the debt they issued to buy back their artificially
inflated stock. But it’s not just big business that’s broke, half of America’s small firms have less than
15-days of cash on hand. They too will go bust, if they’re not already. Then there are the 40% of
Americans, their poor families, their children, who had insufficient savings to cover an unexpected
$400 expense. “Aggressive efforts must be taken across the public and private sectors to limit the
losses to jobs and incomes and to promote a swift recovery once the disruptions abate,” explained
the Fed Chairman, surely trying his hardest. “Wherever credit is not flowing, we have the ability in
these unique circumstances to temporarily step in and provide those loans and we will keep doing
that, aggressively and forthrightly,” he said. With the Fed and Treasury coordinating to do whatever
it takes to ensure America’s companies can borrow freely, forestalling bankruptcy, the S&P 500
surged in relief (+10.3% WTD, -21.3% YTD). Offsetting massive operating losses using free-flowing
government loans undoubtedly supports elevated corporate bond prices. But the question is, given
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that these loans must be repaid someday, does this extraordinary policy support a recovery in
equities?
...
The Federal Reserve did what everyone who mistrusts central banks always knew was inevitable.
They promised to print money to buy an unlimited quantity of Treasury and mortgage bonds. They
did so in concert with the Federal government, that passed a stimulus package equal to 10% of
GDP, on top of its 4.5% existing deficit and the inevitable additional shortfalls that lay ahead. An
‘unlimited quantity’ is a lot. They’re also buying corporate debt. They could buy stocks someday
too. Governments can do anything. There are no rules in crisis.
...
Without rules, what constrains politicians and central bankers? Mostly, their desire to be seen as
acting judiciously. We never know whether they’ll act with restraint or not, but still we bet. So, here’s
what reflationary betting markets did this week: Gold jumped +10.0%, Silver +15.8%, Oil -7.6%,
Copper +0.7%, Iron Ore -3.6%, Corn +0.9%. 5yr investment-grade CDS fell 40bps to +1.11% (highyield CDS fell 227bps to +6.23%). 5yr/5yr inflation swaps can be traded to bet on the market’s
expectations for 5yr average annual inflation starting in 2025: US 5yr/5yr inflation jumped +55bps
to +2.00% this week, EU +21bps to +0.96%, UK +17bps to 3.53% and Japan -9bps to -0.50%
(chronic deflation).
...
Honestly II: When Dr. Fauci says this is definitely not the flu, I don’t know what he really means.
And I don’t know how long the global economy can be stopped without causing catastrophic harm.
I don’t know what damage to business and consumer psychology has already occurred. I don’t
know what happens if we restart the economy and suffer a renewed outbreak. I don’t know if a Vshaped recovery fueled by a historic monetary/fiscal stimulus is 2-3 months away. Or whether V is
the right letter. I don’t know if deflation lies ahead, or inflation, or both.
...
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Honestly III: I don’t know how $2trln gets into the right hands without becoming a historic fiasco. I
don’t know if this is the once in a generation buying opportunity my broker describes. I don’t know
how laws and taxes will change. I don’t know if the Dems will win. I don’t know how the pension
system will remain solvent in a world of zero rates. I don’t know how emerging markets can handle
this. And I don’t know if we can get through this without an unexpected conflict arising. But I do
know no one else knows. And I also know these are some of the right questions to be asking.
...
What I found most interesting was that for every momentous period, there were innumerable
interpretations. Which one was true? Of course, fact is fact. But combine enough of them, add a
little uncertainty in terms of sequencing, question the intentions of the key players, their miscues,
and the concept of one absolute truth melts away. In no field of human history is this as a true as
in economics. Because economics is not a science despite the fact its PhDs claim otherwise. And
this leads them to believe they can precisely explain each boom, bust, and the years in between.
Naturally, once done, they can prescribe the perfect remedy to every malady. But it may instead
be true that we simply don’t understand what makes us move. Our manias. Y2K. The dot-com
bubble. The 1970s inflation. Housing booms, busts. And now our leaders are implementing policy
to combat the pandemic, using tools they’re confident would have averted the 1930s economic
catastrophe. But the truth is, we may never truly understand what caused the Great Depression.
APRIL 4 2020: Hope all goes well… “Hey, look who it is!” said Jackson, feigning surprise. “Whoa,
it’s Dad!” said Charlie, facetious. Teddy and Olivia laughed; it’s become the running joke. Three
weeks into isolation, and I see them less and less each day. Up extra early, plans for a long run.
Or a ride far north, to clear the head. But the phone buzzes, WhatsApp, Signal, encrypted
messaging. Research floods in. The calls. More calls. A global network in action, helping one
another assimilate rapid change and navigate the most extraordinary period of our careers. A quick
walk with no phone, time to think, abstract. Late nights, writing. Days merge. Saturdays are
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indistinguishable from Mondays, Sundays from Wednesdays, but for the prices that no longer blink.
Another trading session ends. And I check in briefly, apologetically, for family dinner.
...
The United States is a business, run by corporate CEOs, who own the politicians. America is many
other things as well, some beautiful, others terrible, wrapped in founding myths as all great
companies are. Rugged individualism. American Exceptionalism. No nation in world history has
risen to a challenge like the USA, this we know. We win big wars, always. SEALS kill the bad guy,
inevitably. There’s no stronger ally, no fiercer enemy, than the USA. In business too. Technology.
Science. Innovation. Trade. Healthcare. And finance of course. The US Treasury has unlimited
credit. The Federal Reserve, infinite paper. No currency can match the dollar. Yet, from another
all-time high in the S&P 500, the pinnacle of global power, the US has plunged into a depression
of unknown duration. The president announced a ‘whole-of-government’ response. The Federal
Reserve and Treasury implemented a breathtakingly unprecedented suite of monetary and fiscal
programs, without which stocks would surely be down 50-80%. But that was the easy part. Next
comes 15-25% unemployment. Mortgage delinquencies, foreclosures. WWII-sized deficits and
debts. And we’re told 100k-240k Americans may die. That this is success. We could deal with that
tragedy under the right circumstances. But Beijing claims only 4k Chinese died, and while the real
number is surely higher, just 1.3k Germans have died. How can we exceptional Americans have
failed so spectacularly? Rest assured, we will soon find someone to blame. And stunned by today’s
quantum leap in our existence, we are as deeply divided as at any time in living memory,
disorganized, undisciplined. Democrats already blame Republicans. Republicans blame the
impeachment process. Conservatives blame CNN. Liberals blame Fox. The elderly blame springbreakers. Millennials blame Boomers. But in time, America is sure to blame its CEOs, who
leveraged the nation, stripped it of competent civil servants, strategic stockpiles, essential services
and social safety nets, then took the money. When the catastrophe arrived, they fired their workers,
and demanded yet another bailout from the politicians they bought. But of course, that path would
be better than the alternative. Which is that Americans, struggling to process such a colossal failing,
and feeling out of control, are led to direct our anger toward another nation.
...
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Of all the survival tales written, Into the Land of White Death is
the most fascinating. The better-known story is that of Ernest
Shackleton, captain of the Endurance, who through inspired
leadership and good fortune led his entire crew home safely
from a failed 1915 Antarctic expedition. “I have often marveled
at the thin line which separates success from failure,” wrote
Shackleton, self-aware, a survivor. The story of the Saint Anna,
from Into the Land of White Death, was rather different from
Shackleton’s. The Saint Anna set sail in 1912, in search of polar
hunting grounds. The tale of this Russian expedition reveals
the bleak territory that lies on the other side of Shackleton’s thin
line. Of the Saint Anna’s crew of 26, two survived. The ship
became trapped in ice, spent eighteen months paralyzed,
drifting 2,500 miles on polar currents. An early opportunity for
salvation was squandered through indecision, misjudgment,
fear. And like all tragedies, each mistake compounded.
Valerian Albanov, the ship’s navigator and second in
command, kept a journal starting the day he and twelve sailors
finally abandoned ship with makeshift kayaks which they
dragged across the frozen sea. From the outset, the escape was beset by bad luck, illness. Deeply
divided, disorganized, and undisciplined, the elements and disease tore at their fabric. Ripping it to
shreds. “It is when you are alone that you are free. If you want to live, fight for as long as you have
strength and determination. You may have no one to help you with your struggle, but you will at
least have no one dragging you under. When you are alone, it is always easier to stay afloat,” wrote
Albanov, also self-aware, also a survivor, but unlike Shackleton, struggling to navigate
circumstances on the wrong side of that thin dividing line. But what they both shared was the
knowledge that those who survive accept their new reality, no matter how rapidly it shifts, and how
awful it may appear. “The seduction of lethargy, that is where the danger lies,” wrote Albanov,
aware that in all such tales, the survivor quickly adapts and presses onward.
APRIL 11 2020: Anecdote (Summer 2012): “I emptied my mind,” she explained, looking through
me, returning to that mental place, in the moment before her race began. I bit my lip to keep from
smiling, even laughing. You see, she’s just 8yrs old, tiny for her age – seriously – like the 1th
percentile. Yet Olivia’s coach has her swim against 11-year-olds. I don’t protest. Not my style. Plus,
I’m pretty certain her coach quickly realized she has an inexplicably strong sense of self, loves to
play up, is uninterested in competing against peers; just isn’t wired like most. Anyhow, Olivia took
her lane one minute before the race began. Couple hundred spectators surrounded the pool. “Oh,
just look how teeny that girl is,” giggled the crowd. She cooly reached down, scooped handfuls of
chilly pool water across her skinny arms, toothpick legs, splashed her face, and focused intensely
on her lane, as the older opponents observed Olivia’s unconventional ritual, amused, distracted.
“Take your mark,” ordered the starter. “Pop,” and they leapt, for a 50m freestyle. Olivia hit the water
last, like pretty much every race I’ve ever seen. And starting from last place she mounted her
trademark challenge for 2nd to last, stalking the sick, the wounded. She finished a distant 6th. And
having lost the race, but won many hearts, my little girl marched up to the Officials. Alone. Proud.
Standing tall. On a natural high. “Excuse me, may I have my time?” she asked. You see, Olivia
wants to win so badly it hurts. But she can’t yet. And knows it. So instead, she’s focused on her
time, embracing it, improving it. Biding it. Waiting for it. Odds are she’ll never be much of a swimmer,
but someday, she’ll make a great trader.
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